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Gray kingbird

Tyrannus dominicensis

1

unknown

10-02-2020 3:50 PM

Yes

https://ebird.org/checklist/S74378368

Bucks

Tullytown Borough

Bordentown Road

40.2219, -74.8236

Shrubby area bordering Van Sciver Lake

approximately 90 feet

Clear day.

Nikon Monarch 8x42, photographs taken with Canon 80D and Canon 400 mm
lens

https://ebird.org/checklist/S74378368
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The bird was initially observed perched with a kingfisher on a dead branch near
the top of a small tree along edge of lake. The bird was smaller than the
kingfisher about was initially believed to be an Eastern kingbird. The upperparts
were dark gray and the underparts were mostly white with the chest a little
darker. The bird had a distinctive dark mask around the eyes. The dark bill was
relatively large, larger than that of an Eastern kingbird. During my brief glimpse
of the tail when the bird flew i did not see the white tip of an Eastern kingbird. I
went back the next day with several local very good birders including Devich
Farbotnik. We observed an Eastern Kingbird on October 3 which provided a
good comparison to the gray kingbird observed the previous day.

The bird was initially perched on a dead branch near a Belted kingfisher. When
the kingfisher flew the kingbird moved a few feet from its initial perch. After about
a minute it dropped and flew to the water side of the vegetation and out of sight.

I initially stopped as I believed that the bird was an Eastern kingbird which are
not common in Bucks County in October. However, the head of the bird was not
as dark as an Eastern kingbird and the darker feathers on the upper chest did
not appear to be consistent with Eastern kingbird. Review of the photographs
taken of the bird indicated the dark mask around the eyes and the heavier longer
bill that an Eastern kingbird. The photographs appear to show a faint yellowish
cast to the lower belly.

Please note that the ebird list is currently hidden as the site is restricted.

Based on the photographs taken I believe that the identification is correct.

Sibley

Sibley and online photographs of gray kingbird

Photograph

Gray kingbird IMG_1808_edited.jpg Gray kingbird IMG_1810.JPG

https://www.jotform.com/uploads/porcforms/22068006649151/4776715161412469036/Gray kingbird IMG_1808_edited.jpg
https://www.jotform.com/uploads/porcforms/22068006649151/4776715161412469036/Gray kingbird IMG_1810.JPG
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https://www.jotform.com/uploads/porcforms/22068006649151/4776715161412469036/Gray kingbird IMG_1811 %282%29.JPG
https://www.jotform.com/uploads/porcforms/22068006649151/4776715161412469036/IMG_1808.JPG
https://www.jotform.com/uploads/porcforms/22068006649151/4776715161412469036/IMG_1809_edited.jpg
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